3-D MRI assessment of regional left ventricular systolic wall stress in patients with reperfused MI
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Delépine, Stephane, Alain P. Furber, Farzin Beygui, Fabrice Prunier, Philippe Balzer, Jean-Jacques Le Jeune, and Philippe Geslin. 3-D MRI assessment of regional left ventricular systolic wall stress in patients with reperfused MI. Am J Physiol Heart Circ Physiol 284: H1190–H1197, 2003. First published October 10, 2002; 10.1152/ajpheart.00106.2002.—The goal of this study was to assess the regional variations of end-systolic wall stress in patients with reperfused Q wave acute myocardial infarction (AMI), with the use of a three-dimensional (3-D) approach. Fifteen normal volunteers and fifty patients with reperfused AMI underwent cardiac MRI that used a short-axis fast-gradient-echo sequence. The end-systolic wall stress was calculated with the use of the Grossman formula with the radius and the wall thickness defined with a 3-D approach using the tridimensional curvature. The mean wall stress was significantly increased at each level of the short-axis plane only in patients with anterior AMI. When calculated at a regional level in patients with anterior AMI, wall stress significantly increased in anterior sector as well as normal sector. In patients with inferior AMI, wall stress significantly increased only in inferior and lateral sectors. In conclusion, the quantification of regional wall stress by cardiac MRI is better with the 3D approach than other methods for precise evaluation in patients with AMI. Despite early reperfusion, the wall stress remained high in patients with anterior AMI.
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LEF T V ENTR IC ULAR REMODELING, a factor of poor prognosis (29), begins on formation of the infarction (11) and can continue after the cicatrization phase (13). The modifications of ventricular geometry concern the infarcted zone, which is subjected to a phenomenon of expansion associated with wall thinning, and the healthy zone, which will hypertrophy and then dilate (17). Remodeling intensity is a function of neurohormonal factors linked with activation of the renin-angiotensin system (19) and the sympathetic nervous system (6), together with mechanical factors, depending on the size and the localization of the infarction (28) and on the afterload evaluated by the end-systolic wall stress (20).

The end-systolic wall stress is the product of the systolic pressure of the left ventricle (or its estimation) and a geometric factor dependent on the shape of the left ventricle (5). The geometry of the left ventricle in infarction is complicated, and only a tridimensional approach, excluding the use of a geometric model, is valid in the presence of ventricular deformations, which can occur after myocardial infarction. Because of good spatial resolution and an absence of a geometric hypothesis, the MRI allows precise definition of the epicardial and endocardial borders of the left ventricle (1, 8).

Several mathematical models have been used to calculate the wall stress. Some (10) depend on the shape of the left ventricle and are only valid in the presence of a ventricle of spheroid or ellipsoid shape and only allow calculation of the global wall stress. Others are applicable whatever the shape of the left ventricle (12). These different methods remain valid for the equatorial region of the latter; however, they lead to systematic overestimation of the thickness of the left ventricular wall and underestimation of the radius of curvature (4), as we have reported in the normal subject (2). In myocardial infarction, Pouleur et al. (21), in utilizing the Janz formula, found that the precision of the method decreases in the apical region of the left ventricle, where there are considerable variations in the radius of curvature. Our tridimensional approach allows the best possible assessment of the regional variations of the wall thickness and the radius of curvature in the three planes of space (2).

The aim of this study was to assess the regional variations of the end-systolic wall stress provided by breathhold fast-gradient echo MRI, in patients with Q wave acute myocardial infarction (AMI) undergoing successful reperfusion, with the use of a tridimensional approach where the wall curvature is taken into account.

METHODS

Study Population

The study included patients with Q wave AMI undergoing a successful reperfusion. The inclusion criteria were 1) typical angina pain lasting >30 min, 2) ST segment elevation of at least 2 mm in two or more contiguous leads, and 3) a
greater than twofold increase in serum MB creatine kinase levels. The exclusion criteria were a history of myocardial infarction and the contraindication to MRI exam. Patients were ineligible for the study if they had a pacemaker, a cardioverter-defibrillator, intracranial clips, intra-auricular or intraocular implants, a history of metal fragments in the eyes, claustrophobia, and a heart rhythm other than the normal sinus. The study protocol was approved by the ethics committee of the University Hospital of Angers, and informed consent was obtained.

Fifty patients were consecutively included in the study. The average age was 56 ± 14 yr (range 27–81 yr). The main characteristics of this population are summarized in Table 1. The infarct-related coronary reperfusion has been performed by direct (43 patients) or rescue (2 patients) coronary angioplasty, by intravenous thrombolysis (2 patients), and spontaneously (aspirin-heparin; 3 patients). The infarct-related coronary reperfusion has been performed within 6 h after chest pain began in 31 patients, within 12 h in 11 patients, and within 48 h in 8 patients. Reperfusion was performed successfully in all patients (Thrombolysis in Myocardial Infarction grade 2 flow and absence of residual stenosis). The AMI localization was anterior in 28 patients, inferior in 20 patients, and lateral in 2 patients. These two patients with lateral infarct were not considered for statistical analysis. The infarct-related arteries in anterior infarct were left anterior descending coronary artery, in inferior infarct were right coronary artery, and in lateral infarct were circumflex. β-Blockers were administered in 86% of the patients. Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors were administered in 76% of the patients, in 90% of patients with anterior infarct, and in 60% of patients with inferior infarct. The average time between AMI and MRI was 11 ± 10 days.

### Normal Population

The normal study population consisted of 15 healthy volunteers (9 men and 6 women) with a mean age of 28 ± 7 yr, and with no history or physical finding of cardiac or pulmonary disease. The average systolic and diastolic arterial pressures were 127 ± 6 and 77 ± 7 mmHg, respectively.

### Imaging Technique

All normal subjects and patients were studied with a 1.5-T imager (Signa Horizon 5.7, GE Medical Systems; Milwaukee, WI). The subjects were placed in supine position with a phased-array coil (torso coil). A fast-gradient echo segmented k-space sequence with radio frequency phase spoiling was used with ECG gating. Scout transversal and sagittal views ensured correct determination of the short-axis plane of the left ventricle. Each section was then acquired in a single breath hold (20–25 s) with 12 to 26 temporal phases per heartbeat using view sharing and uniform repetition time radio frequency excitation. The interleaved images were obtained in 8–12 planes from the apex to the base with the following parameters: 10-mm section thickness, no gap between sections, 320-mm field of view, partial echo, 2.7-ms echo time, 10.2-ms repetition time, 15.6-kHz receiver bandwidth, 30° flip angle, 8 views per segment, 256 × 128 mm matrix, 1.25 × 1.25 mm pixel size, and 1 excitation.

### Image Analysis

For analysis and computation, the MR images were transferred to a multimodality station (model HP 715–50, Hewlett-Packard; Palo Alto, CA) with UNIX. The endocardial and epicardial borders of the left ventricle were drawn with an automatic segmentation method previously validated in animals and patients (1, 8).

### Regional End-Systolic Wall Stress

The multisection images at the end-diastolic and end-systolic phases were determined by locating the largest and the smallest areas of the left ventricular cavity on a midventricular short-axis plane. On all sections, the centroid of the left ventricle was located as the mass center of the median line between the endocardial and epicardial borders. Each short-axis section was centered on the mean position of the ventricular centroid during the cardiac cycle. The wall stress was studied on a set of five contiguous short-axis planes (Fig. 1). For all volunteers and patients, the set encompassed sections with closed and clearly defined endocardial and epicardial borders.

The calculation of the wall curvature relies on a polar transformation of the image. This process has been widely used for segmentation algorithms (7) and allows a radial study of the left ventricle. With a centerline approach (27), the wall curvature from the base to the apex is assessed on 128 radii, and the left ventricular radius and wall thickness are deduced from the geometry of the ventricle on two consecutive short-axis sections (2, 4). The main steps of the method have been previously described (2). Briefly, for the wall stress assessment, the apical planes with no ventricular cavity and the valvular planes with an open chamber were excluded from the analysis. A set of five contiguous short-axis planes was studied. The set was centered on midventricular plane, which was defined as level of the papillary muscle insertions. At left, the short-axis planes were located at 10 and 20 mm toward the apex, and at right toward the base. From this set of five contiguous short-axis planes, four thick slices were interposed to calculate the three-dimensional (3-D) thickness and 3-D radius of curvature. The end-systolic wall stress was subsequently measured on four contiguous levels and was averaged in the anterior, lateral, inferior, and septal sectors (Fig. 2).

### Table 1. Clinical characteristics and hemodynamic data of AMI study population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, yr</td>
<td>55.6 ± 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men (n = 43)</td>
<td>86*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension (n = 15)</td>
<td>30*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension in patients with inferior AMI (n = 9)</td>
<td>25*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes mellitus (n = 3)</td>
<td>6*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active smoker (n = 35)</td>
<td>70*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypercholesterolemia (n = 22)</td>
<td>44*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic arterial blood pressure, mmHg</td>
<td>116 ± 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diastolic arterial blood pressure, mmHg</td>
<td>72 ± 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to reperfusion, h</td>
<td>8.5 ± 10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infarct-related coronary artery, LAD/CX/RCA</td>
<td>28/22/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak CPK, CPK-MB</td>
<td>2,684 (406)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angiographic parameters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-diastolic volume, ml/m²</td>
<td>136 ± 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-systolic volume, ml/m²</td>
<td>78 ± 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ejection fraction, %</td>
<td>51 ± 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means ± SD; n, no. of patients. AMI, acute myocardial infarction; LAD, left anterior descending coronary artery; CX, circumflex; RCA, right coronary artery; CPK, creatine phosphokinase. *Numbers refer to percentages.
Computation of Regional End-Systolic Wall Stress

End-systolic wall stress was calculated using the Grossman formula

\[
WS = 0.133 \times SP \times \frac{R}{2T \times \left(1 + \frac{T}{2R}\right)}
\]

where \(SP\) is the peak systolic ventricular blood pressure (in mmHg), and 0.133 is a conversion factor to express the final results in \(10^3\) N/m².

Inner radius \(R\) and wall thickness \(T\) were calculated with a two-dimensional approach (ESR and EST, respectively) as reported by Grossman (10) and with the radius and wall thickness (3DES R and 3DEST, respectively) defined with our 3-D approach using the tridimensional curvature (3DWS).

End-systolic wall stress was also calculated by using the Janz method (12)

\[
AWS = 0.133 \times SP \times \frac{A_w}{A_c}
\]

This approach relies on the measurement of the areas \(A_c\) and \(A_w\) of the blood pool and the ventricular wall, respectively.

In this study, the peak systolic ventricular blood pressure was assessed by the peak systolic noninvasive blood pressure (22) with five measurements recorded (using the Maglife system) and averaged at the time of the MRI examination.

Global Left Ventricular Function and Wall Thickening

The following parameters were calculated. First, end-diastolic volume (EDV), end-systolic volume (ESV), and ejection...
fraction (EF) of the left ventricle determined by EF (\%) = (EDV - ESV)/EDV. Second, the mass of the left ventricle (in grams) given by
\[
M = \sum_{i=1}^{n} A_{wi} \cdot t \cdot \varphi
\]
where \( t \) is the thickness of the \( n \) short-axis slices, \( A_{wi} \) is the area of the ventricular wall on the slice \( i \), and \( \varphi \) is the density of myocardial tissue equal to 1.05 g/cm³.

Third, tridimensional wall thickening is 3DWT (\%) = (3DEST - 3DEDT)/3DEDT, where 3DEDT is the wall thickness at the end diastole, according to spatial curvature.

Statistical Analysis
Data are expressed as means \pm SD. The comparison of bidimensional and tridimensional evaluation of the regional wall stress, wall thickening, and radius of curvature were made by ANOVA. Scheffe’s subtesting was used to test the significance of difference between the method. The gradient of the wall stress from the apex to the base was assessed for each formulation by ANOVA with Scheffe’s subtesting for comparison between the adjacent levels. Statistical significance for comparison of 3-D MRI assessment of regional left ventricular systolic wall stress in patients with reperfused myocardial infarction (WS), wall stress assessment from measurements of the areas (AWS), 3DWS, EST, 3DEST, ESR, 3DES, and 3DWT between the controls and the patients with anterior or inferior myocardial infarction was determined using the nonpaired two-tailed Student’s t-test. Linear regression analysis was used to define the relationship between the different formulations of the end-systolic wall stress and wall thickening. A \( P \) value of \( \leq 0.05 \) was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Global Left Ventricular Function

The values of mass, volume, and EF of the left ventricle in normal subjects and patients with anterior or inferior myocardial infarction are given in the Table 2. The end-systolic wall stress was significantly increased only in patients with anterior myocardial infarction, whatever the method to calculate the wall stress. 3DWS was significantly higher than WS and AWS in normal subjects and in patients with anterior or inferior infarction. There was a significant correlation between 3DWS and EF (\( r = -0.71; P < 0.05 \)), EDV (\( r = 0.57; P < 0.05 \)), and end-systolic volume (\( r = 0.74; P < 0.05 \)).

3DWS was significantly lower in patients imaged early. 3DWS, ESV index, and EF were, respectively, \( 5.6 \times 10^3 \) N/m², 19.9 ml/m², and 53%, in patients imaged on days 1-5, and \( 8.4 \times 10^3 \) N/m², 30.5 ml/m², and 40% in patients imaged on days 6-21.

Regional Left Ventricular Analysis

Variation of end-systolic wall stress from apex to base. In patients with anterior AMI, WS, AWS, and 3DWS were significantly increased compared with normal values without any significant variation from the apex to the base (see Fig. 3).

In patients with inferior AMI, WS, AWS, and 3DWS were similar to normal values. A gradient from the
Table 2. Global left ventricular function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Anterior Infarction</th>
<th>P/Normal Values</th>
<th>Inferior Infarction</th>
<th>P/Normal Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass, g</td>
<td>120 ± 31</td>
<td>140 ± 37</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>146 ± 41</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass index, g/m²</td>
<td>64 ± 13</td>
<td>76 ± 16</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>79 ± 15</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-diastolic volume, ml</td>
<td>74 ± 16</td>
<td>92 ± 32</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>79 ± 17</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-diastolic volume index, ml/m²</td>
<td>40 ± 6</td>
<td>50 ± 17</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>42 ± 9</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-systolic volume, ml</td>
<td>29 ± 10</td>
<td>61 ± 30</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>35 ± 11</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-systolic volume index, ml/m²</td>
<td>16 ± 5</td>
<td>33 ± 17</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>19 ± 7</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ejection fraction, %</td>
<td>61 ± 8</td>
<td>37 ± 18</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>55 ± 12</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic arterial blood pressure, mmHg</td>
<td>127 ± 6</td>
<td>112 ± 18</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>123 ± 19</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall stress WS (103 N/m²)</td>
<td>5.3 ± 1.9</td>
<td>9.6 ± 5.0</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
<td>5.0 ± 1.8</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall stress AWS (103 N/m²)</td>
<td>5.3 ± 2.0</td>
<td>9.6 ± 4.9</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>4.7 ± 1.7</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall stress 3DWS (103 N/m²)</td>
<td>8.5 ± 2.9*</td>
<td>14.3 ± 6.2*</td>
<td>0.0014</td>
<td>10.2 ± 4.1*</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means ± SD. NS, not significant; WS, wall stress assessment in the short-axis (Grossman method); AWS, wall stress assessment from measurements of the areas (Janz method); 3DWS, wall stress assessment according to tridimensional approach. *P < 0.05: 3DWS vs. WS and AWS.

Fig. 3. Variation of the end-systolic wall stress (WS; A), WS assessment from measurements of the areas (AWS; B), and a three-dimensional approach tridimensional curvature (3DWS; C) from the apex to the base of the left ventricle in normal subjects and in patients with anterior and inferior infarction. Values are means ± SD. *Significant difference between patients with anterior or inferior infarction vs. normal subjects. AMI, acute myocardial infarction.

apex to the base was only observed with WS and AWS (ANOVA, P < 0.0001).

3DWS was higher than WS and AWS in normal subjects (P < 0.01) and in patients with anterior (P < 0.05, except level 3) or inferior (P < 0.0001) infarction for each level.

Variation of end-systolic wall stress according to sector. In patients with anterior AMI, the wall stress of the anterior sector was significantly higher than the others sectors, whatever method was used (see Fig. 4). Compared with normal values, 3DWS was significantly increased in all sectors, and WS and AWS in anterior, lateral, and inferior sectors.

In patients with inferior AMI, the wall stress of the inferior sector compared with others sectors was significantly higher for WS and AWS but not significant for 3DWS (ANOVA, P = 0.08). Compared with normal values, 3DWS was significantly increased in inferior and lateral sectors, without any significant variation for WS and AWS.

3DWS was higher than WS and AWS in normal subjects (P < 0.05) and in patients with anterior (P < 0.01) or inferior (P < 0.0001) infarction for each sector.

The regional wall stresses were not influenced by the presence of hypertension, β-blocker, or angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor therapy.

Variation of sectorial analysis of end-systolic wall stress from apex to base. In patients with anterior AMI, WS, AWS, and 3DWS of anterior sector and for each level in the short-axis plane (except level 4 for 3DWS) were significantly increased compared with healthy sectors. In all methods, compared with normal subjects, anterior and lateral sectors were increased (P < 0.05) for each plane, whereas inferior and septal sectors were significantly increased only in apical plane.

In patients with inferior AMI, WS, AWS, and 3DWS of inferior sector and for each level (except level 1) in the short-axis plane were significantly increased compared with healthy sectors. Compared with normal subjects, only 3DWS of lateral and inferior sectors for basal plane were significantly increased.

End-diastolic wall thickness. In patients with anterior AMI, compared with normal values, and whatever
method was used, the anterior and lateral sectors were similar with hypertrophy in other sectors (see Fig. 5A).

In patients with inferior AMI, the inferior wall thickness was similar compared with normal values with significant hypertrophy in opposite sectors, whatever method was used.

End-systolic wall thickness and radius of curvature. In patients with anterior AMI, compared with normal values and whatever method was used, the anterior and lateral sectors were significantly thinner without hyperkinesie in other sectors, and the curvature radius was significantly increased in all sectors.

In patients with inferior AMI, the inferior wall thickness was similar to compared normal values with compensatory significant hyperkinesie in opposite sectors, whatever method was used. ESR was not different from normal values; on the other hand, 3DESIR was significantly increased in all sectors.

Wall thickening. In patients with anterior AMI, 3DWT was significantly decreased in all sectors, except septal sector, compared with normal values (Fig. 5B).

In patients with inferior AMI, 3DWT in inferior (not significant) and lateral (significant) sectors were decreased compared with normal values. The 3DWT of septal sector was increased in favor of possible compensatory hyperkinesie.

DISCUSSION

Various experimental studies (14, 16, 23, 25, 30) of myocardial infarction have confirmed the importance of a regional analysis of the wall stress and the need for development of a suitable method of measurement. The resolution and contrast of MR images allow local measurements of wall stress without any geometric assumptions. Pouleur et al. (21) reported an increase of the global end-systolic wall stress in patients with coronary artery diseases; however, few studies have described regional variations of the wall stress in the acute phase of infarction and none in the reperfused infarctions.

Our study shows, in anterior infarction, a diffuse increase of the sectorial wall stress predominant at the level of the infarcted zone. In inferior infarction, only an increase localized at the infarcted zone was observed. These results are in agreement with the works
of Ginzton et al. (9) in echocardiography who reported, in anterior nonreperfused infarction, a diffuse increase of the wall stress, whereas this increase remained localized in the inferior region in the nonreperfused inferior infarction. Solomon et al. (26) reported with echocardiography in the nonreperfused anterior infarction an increase of the end-systolic wall stress in the apical region compared with normal subjects and patients with an inferior infarction. On the other hand, Pouleur et al. (20), with angiography and in the presence of former nonreperfused infarctions, observed increased wall stress in ischemic and infarcted zones without abnormality of the healthy zone.

To our knowledge, we are the first to describe the regional variations of wall stress of the anterior, lateral, and inferior walls and the interventricular septum after an acute reperfused infarction.

In patients with anterior infarction, WS, AWS, and 3DWS are increased in all sectors of the most apical sections and only in the infarcted sectors of the most basal sections. This could be explained by a modification of the ventricular geometry of the apical region, which assumes a more spherical shape. This hypothesis seems to be confirmed by Mitchell et al. (18), who used angiography. They reported geometrical modifications in the apical region of the left ventricle three weeks after a nonreperfused anterior infarction, which implies that analysis of the regional curvature constitutes a major determinant of the wall stress.

In patients with inferior infarction, WS, AWS, and 3DWS are normal compared with the healthy subjects when values are averaged for each section. Conversely, at the sectorial level, only 3DWS increases significantly in the infarcted territory compared with the healthy subjects. Compared with the healthy sectors, WS, AWS, and 3DWS increase in the infarcted territory. However, 3DWS was not significantly increased due to a wide standard deviation.

In the normal subject, we showed the importance of calculating the radius of curvature with a tridimensional approach, evidencing the disappearance of the apex-base gradient of the 3DWS regional stress, present with WS and AWS (2). This regional sectorial analysis with a tridimensional approach is, therefore, more appropriate and even useful for a precise evaluation of the left ventricular wall stress with only small regional wall abnormalities. The advantage of the tridimensional approach is avoidance of the erroneous estimation of the radius of curvature and the wall thickness. In fact, with a planar short-axis analysis, the section toward the apex of the left ventricle is no longer perpendicular to the wall, the wall thickness is overestimated, and the radius of curvature is underestimated, inducing an important underestimation of regional systolic wall stress. This 3-D approach easily used with 3-D MR technique may be the method of choice for calculating regional wall stress in patients with ventricular deformations.

The significant correlation between the end-systolic wall stress and the EF and volumes may provide evidence that an alteration of the systolic performance is largely due to an increase in regional wall stress. Development of a compensatory eccentric ventricular hypertrophy normally leads to normalization of the wall stress of the healthy zones (3). In our study, this compensatory hypertrophy was observed in inferior infarction and was associated with no increase of the wall stresses in the healthy zone. However, the normal wall stress found is probably due more to a lack of cavity dilatation, as observed in our patients. Conversely, in anterior infarction where end-diastolic and end-systolic volumes of the left ventricle are increased and associated with a decrease of EF, the wall stresses remain abnormal in the healthy zone, without important compensatory left ventricular hypertrophy. Therefore, most of the changes in wall stress in the noninfarcted regions are due to cavity dilatation, not to changes in wall thickness, as reported by others (15, 18, 24).

Echocardiography is a simple and widely available examination, but it relies on geometric assumptions. However, the assessment of the left ventricular geometry in patients with infarction is complex and needs a tridimensional approach without any geometric assumptions allowed only by MRI. Moreover, the wall stress estimations by echocardiography are usually provided at the level of papillary muscle insertions or at the level of the tips of mitral valve leaflets, as opposed to MRI, which permits a local measurement of the wall stress.

**Study limitations.** An invasive measurement or an indirect calculation of the peak systolic blood pressure only provides a global value for the whole ventricle. Consequently, the regional variations of the wall stress are induced by those of the geometric factor but do not integrate the local changes in pressure. The reliability of the wall stress measurement depends on the limitation of patient movements between two breath holds. The effect of the axial twist on the determination of the wall stress between two adjacent sections was minimized by averaging the local wall stresses determined for 16 sectors. The true apex and base were not covered in the assessment of regional wall stress which makes measurements primarily in the mild left ventricle. Two others limitations should be mentioned: the absence of age-matched control group and the wide standard deviation of the mean time to imaging.

In conclusion, this study shows that MRI allows quantification of the regional variations of wall stress and that a tridimensional approach is better than the others two methods for precise evaluation of the regional wall stress. In patients with inferior infarction, the increase in wall stress remains localized in the infarcted region. In patients with anterior infarction, the increase of wall stress is diffuse but predominates at the level of the infarcted region, despite a successful reperfusion of the artery involved and administration.
of an inhibitor of the angiotensin-converting enzyme and a β-blocker. This increase in wall stress could be an important prognostic factor of left ventricular remodeling.
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